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A Soldier's Best Friend
After the best-seller The End is My Beginning, coauthored with his father Tixiano Terzani, the longawaited Folco Terzani’s comeback with a spiritual
fable of nature, men and God.

The Elder Or Poetic Edda
A comprehensive dog-naming guide lists more than
5,000 names organized by appearance, breed, theme
and other categories, in a reference designed to make
naming a new canine companion a fun and
meaningful process. By the author of Cold Noses &
Warm Hearts. Original. 35,000 first printing.

The Dog, the Wolf and God
The Storming of Berlin had been the Red Army's
dream of vengeance ever since the German's invasion
of Russia in the summer of 1941. This book
reconstitutes the experience of those millions caught
up in the nightmare crescendo of the Third Reich's
final defeat.

Wolf Totem
GETTING TO KNOW THE ALASKAN MALAMUTE THE
LOYAL "FRIEND" OF THE GREAT NORTH

The World of the Working Terrier
Pet owner's guide to this Oriental breed of dog,
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covering information
on training, breeding, health
care and showing. 100 b/w illus.

Getting to know THE ALASKAN
MALAMUTE THE LOYAL FRIEND OF THE
GREAT NORTH
Obiettivo zootecnico sul cane lupo
cecoslovacco. Ediz. ampliata
How I Came to Know Fish (1974) is Ota Pavel's
magical memoir of his childhood in Czechoslovakia.
Fishing with his father and his Uncle Prosek - the two
finest fishermen in the world - he takes a peaceful
pleasure from the rivers and ponds of his country. But
when the Nazis invade, his father and two older
brothers are sent to concentration camps and Pavel
must steal their confiscated fish back from under the
noses of the SS to feed his family. With tales of his
father's battle to provide for his family both in
wealthy freedom and in terrifying persecution, this is
one boy's passionate and affecting tale of life, love
and fishing.

É un Lupo o un Cane?
How I Came to Know Fish
Il mio amico Nepal
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The Other End of the Leash shares a revolutionary,
new perspective on our relationship with dogs,
focusing on our behavior in comparison with that of
dogs. An applied animal behaviorist and dog trainer
with more than twenty years experience, Dr. Patricia
McConnell looks at humans as just another interesting
species, and muses about why we behave the way we
do around our dogs, how dogs might interpret our
behavior, and how to interact with our dogs in ways
that bring out the best in our four-legged friends.
After all, although humans and dogs share a
remarkable relationship that is unique in the animal
world, we are still two entirely different species, each
shaped by our individual evolutionary heritage. Quite
simply, humans are primates and dogs are canids
(like wolves, coyotes, and foxes). Since we each
speak a different native tongue, a lot gets lost in the
translation. The Other End of the Leash demonstrates
how even the slightest changes in your voice and the
way you stand can help your dog understand what
you want. Once you start to think about your own
behavior from the perspective of your dog, you’ll
understand why much of what appears to be doggydisobedience is simply a case of miscommunication.
Inside you will learn • How to use your voice so that
your dog is more likely to do what you ask. • Why
“getting dominance” over your dog is a bad idea. •
Why “rough and tumble primate play” can lead to
trouble–and how to play with your dog in ways that
are fun and keep him out of trouble. • How dogs and
humans share personality types–and why most dogs
want to live with benevolent leaders rather than
“alphawannabees!” In her own insightful, compelling
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stories about people and dogs with a new, accessible
scientific perspective on how they should behave
around each other. This is a book that strives to help
you make the most of life with your dog, and to
prevent problems that might arise in that most
rewarding of relationships. From the Hardcover
edition.

Oh, Freedom!
Reproduction of the original: De Canibus Britannicis
by John Caius

Instructions for the Education of a
Daughter
China's runaway bestseller and winner of the
inaugural Man Asian Literary Prize Published in China
in 2004, Wolf Totem has broken all sales records,
selling millions of copies (along with millions more on
the black market). Part period epic, part fable for
modern days, Wolf Totem depicts the dying culture of
the Mongols--the ancestors of the Mongol hordes who
at one time terrorized the world--and the parallel
extinction of the animal they believe to be sacred: the
fierce and otherworldly Mongolian wolf. Beautifully
translated by Howard Goldblatt, the foremost
translator of Chinese fiction, this extraordinary novel
is finally available in English.

A Wolf Called Wander
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E' un volume pratico,
chiarissimo nei contenuti e
riccamente illustrato, dedicato interamente alla
comprensione del linguaggio del cane nel suo
rapporto con l'uomo. Dai primi segnali di attenzione,
dominanza, sottomissione, curiosità, rispetto,
all'interazione con i suoi conspecifici e con gli uomini,
sia in famiglia sia con gli estranei. Aggressività,
coraggio, paura, timidezza, giocosità Tutti gli
atteggiamenti che il fedele amico dell'uomo manifesta
possono essere interpretati facilmente con questa
guida. Per allevare un cane equilibrato e felice.

L'anima nelle scarpe
Tutto quello che si deve sapere sul Lupo Cecoslovacco
per vivere serenamente insieme con lui

The Dog Whisperer
Buck, living in comfort on an estate in California, is
kidnapped and shipped to the Klondike. He becomes
leader of a sledge-team and, after some hair-raising
adventures, finally abandons human civilization and
runs wild with the wolves.

Il tempo fra cane e lupo
TRAWDIZIONE is a unique book as never seen before:
you will find 30 recipes of traditional italian dishes reelaborated in a 100% raw vegan version. From pizza
to pasta, from classical italian cakes to intriguin
appetizer, till bread: everything vegan, 100% raw and
gluten free. Find out how to eat the italian way, with
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the traditional taste
but in an healthy way!
Comprendere il linguaggio del cane
The Wild West came alive under the pen of Edward
Zane Carroll Judson, who wrote many of America's
best-loved "dime novels" under the pseudonym Ned
Buntline. From Buffalo Bill (whom Judson knew firsthand) to Wild Bill Hickok, these vivid tales feature
some of the most colourful characters on the
American landscape. This anthology gathers a
selection of his best-loved work, including four fulllength unabridged novels, each with an introduction
by author and critic Clay Reynolds.

In fondo alla strada
One afternoon in May, Zoe Duncan's thirteen-year-old
daughter goes missing from her own backyard. The
police think Samantha ran away because she's
unhappy about her mother's upcoming marriage—but
Zoe doesn't believe it. In fact, she's willing to do
anything to bring Sam home, even if it means losing
her job, her beautiful home, her fiancé. Even if it
means divulging all her secrets to a private
investigator. Jonathan Stivers is a P.I. who donates his
time to The Last Stand, a victims' charity in
Sacramento. He's good at what he does, the best. But
never has he had fewer leads to work with—or been
more attracted to a client. Jonathan's sure of only one
thing: Sam was taken by someone close to the family.
He doesn't know how close until he realizes that the
"perfect" couple next door is anything but….
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The Wisdom of Wolves
Following the Last Wild Wolves
"Una donna, Daniela, che ha fatto della sua passione
per gli animali la missione di una vita. Il racconto del
mistero che lega la psiche umana a quella dei suoi
adorati lupi assume in questa narrazione toni così
toccanti da divenire fiabeschi. Una lettura
coinvolgente, dopo la quale il vostro sguardo nel
cogliere ogni sfumatura comportamentale di questi
meravigliosi esemplari non sarà più lo stesso". In
questo libro, tra l'altro, troverete: Nascita e storia di
una meravigliosa ibridazione, il suo antenato il lupo,
l'alimentazione, lo standard, l'addestramento, le
esposizioni, la cinofilia ufficiale, le vaccinazioni, le
malattie, la displasia, risposte alle domande più
ricorrenti, il proprietario ideale, racconti ed esperienze
vissute.

Trawdizione
The Other End of the Leash
“Don’t miss this dazzling tour de force.”—Katherine
Applegate, Newbery Medal winning author of The One
and Only Ivan This gripping novel about survival and
family is based on the real story of one wolf’s
incredible journey to find a safe place to call home.
Illustrated throughout, this irresistible tale by awardwinning author Rosanne Parry is for fans of Sara
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Pennypacker’s Pax
and Katherine Applegate’s The
One and Only Ivan. Swift, a young wolf cub, lives with
his pack in the mountains learning to hunt, competing
with his brothers and sisters for hierarchy, and
watching over a new litter of cubs. Then a rival pack
attacks, and Swift and his family scatter. Alone and
scared, Swift must flee and find a new home. His
journey takes him a remarkable one thousand miles
across the Pacific Northwest. The trip is full of peril,
and Swift encounters forest fires, hunters, highways,
and hunger before he finds his new home. Inspired by
the extraordinary true story of a wolf named OR-7 (or
Journey), this irresistible tale of survival invites
readers to experience and imagine what it would be
like to be one of the most misunderstood animals on
earth. This gripping and appealing novel about family,
courage, loyalty, and the natural world is for fans of
Fred Gipson’s Old Yeller and Katherine Applegate’s
Endling. Includes black-and-white illustrations
throughout and a map as well as information about
the real wolf who inspired the novel.

The Man Who Lives with Wolves
Worlds of Dissent analyzes the myths of Central
European resistance popularized by Western
journalists and historians, and replaces them with a
picture of the struggle against state repression as the
dissidents themselves understood, debated, and lived
it. In the late 1970s, when Czech intellectuals, writers,
and artists drafted Charter 77 and called on their
government to respect human rights, they hesitated
to name themselves "dissidents." Their personal and
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political experiences--diverse,
uncertain,
nameless--have been obscured by victory narratives
that portray them as larger-than-life heroes who
defeated Communism in Czechoslovakia. Jonathan
Bolton draws on diaries, letters, personal essays, and
other first-person texts to analyze Czech dissent less
as a political philosophy than as an everyday
experience. Bolton considers not only Václav Havel
but also a range of men and women writers who have
received less attention in the West--including Ludvík
Vaculík, whose 1980 diary The Czech Dream Book is a
compelling portrait of dissident life. Bolton recovers
the stories that dissidents told about themselves, and
brings their dilemmas and decisions to life for
contemporary readers. Dissidents often debated, and
even doubted, their own influence as they confronted
incommensurable choices and the messiness of real
life. Portraying dissent as a human, imperfect
phenomenon, Bolton frees the dissidents from the
suffocating confines of moral absolutes. Worlds of
Dissent offers a rare opportunity to understand the
texture of dissent in a closed society.

Beyond Wolves
Il cane lupo cecoslovacco. Storia di una
meravigliosa simbiosi con il lupo da
comprendere e amare
La “Donna dei Lupi” è tornata. Storie di una vita che
sa di fiaba introducono il lettore in un mondo
incantato, dove la magia del Cane Lupo Cecoslovacco
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ipnotizza, riga dopo
riga, in questo nuovo lavoro
letterario. Daniela Ciotti si conferma narratrice vivace
e appassionata, ironica e precisa, e i tasti che sa
suonare sfiorando le profonde sfumature dell’anima,
conferiscono alla lettura i colori della poesia.

La vera storia del Cane Pastore
Abruzzese
This exciting adventure story follows a family of
slaves in the USA in 1860 as they escape from a
cotton plantation via the legendary Underground
Railroad. An enthralling story of courage and
resilience, centring on 10-year-old Tommy, it will
fascinate children who might not know much about
this secret escape route into Canada that was used by
as many as 100,000 people. Ten-year-old Tommy
roams the cotton fields of Alabama owned by the
notorious Captain Archer. Intimidating guards with
fierce dogs protect the land to prevent any slaves
from leaving. That is until a supernatural spirit visits
Tommy offering a way out. With his banjo slung over
his shoulder, Peg Leg Joe guides Tommy, his family
and other slaves out of Southern USA, and into
Canada through the legendary Underground
Railroads. Stretched for miles across the country's
vastness, the network famously facilitated more than
100,000 slaves to a new life. For Tommy and his
family, the escape is far from an easy ride. The young
boy is forced to mature through this testing period
and allow his strong will to guide himself and others
to safety under the guidance of Peg Leg Joe. Set in
the 19th century, D'Adamo's well-constructed novel
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tells a story distant
in time, remains grounded in a
reality that still exists today. Millions of people across
the globe continue to be enslaved, including children.

Worlds of Dissent
The Perfect Couple
Reverend Graeme Sims's faithful pack follow his every
command as if they can read his mind. But their
willingness is down to an enlightened training method
using his technique of dog whispering, which is based
on the idea of treating the dogs as partners, not as
servants, and human and dog learning to understand
each other. This detailed, step-by-step instruction
book shows you how to communicate properly with
your dog, including guidelines on: how to choose the
right breed of dog for you (or whether you're the right
owner for a dog); how and when to use different
commands; how to build a bond of trust; how to
overcome problems with specific sections on the
problem dog, the rescue dog, the nervous dog and
the aggressive dog. THE DOG WHISPERER is a
definitive guide to effective dog training for dogowners and dog-lovers everywhere.

Il Cane Lupo Cecoslovacco
Dog Show Handling. The Ins and Outs.
Ediz. Illustrata
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Hai mai sognatoE di
avere un lupacchiotto? Marc ama i
cani, ma ha sempre sognato di avere un lupo
domestico. Pensa che possa succedere solo nei libri
fantasy… fi no al momento in cui va in vacanza in
Italia con la sua famiglia. Per le strade di Venezia
Marc apprende che esiste la razza dei cani lupo
cecoslovacchi. Marc è determinato ad avere questo
bellissimo cane, ma c’è un problema. Nella città in cui
vive, Toronto, non esistono i cani lupo cecoslovacchi.
Marc importa un cucciolo femmina dall’Italia e la
chiama Arya, ma molto presto capisce che è diversa
dai cani comuni. Marc si rende conto che avere un
cane lupo cecoslovacco comporta delle diffi coltà:
Arya è intelligente, birichina e un’artista della fuga. È
sempre diffi cile addestrare questa razza di cani? Il
sogno di Marc si trasformerà in un incubo? Lui e Arya
riusciranno a instaurare il legame che ha sempre
sognato?

Dog Language
National Book Award Finalist: A “brilliant” study of the
science and mythology of the wolf by the New York
Times–bestselling author of Arctic Dreams (The
Washington Post). When John Fowles reviewed Of
Wolves and Men, he called it “A remarkable book,
both biologically absorbing and humanly rich, and one
that should be read by every concerned American.” In
this National Book Award–shortlisted work, literary
master Barry Lopez guides us through the world of
the wolf and our often-mistaken perceptions of
another species’ place on our shared planet.
Throughout the centuries, the wolf has been a figure
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of fascination and
mystery, and a major motif in
literature and myth. Inspiring fear and respect, the
creature has long exerted a powerful influence on the
human imagination. Of Wolves and Men takes the
reader into the world of the Canis lupus and its
relationship to humankind through the ages. Lopez
draws on science, history, mythology, and his own
field research to present a compelling portrait of
wolves both real and imagined, dispelling our fear of
them while celebrating their place in our history,
legends, and hearts. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Barry Lopez including rare
images and never-before-seen documents from the
author’s personal collection.

The Call of the Wild
What would compel a man to place himself in
constant danger in order to become a member of a
wolf pack? To eat with them, putting his head into a
carcass alongside the wolves' gnashing teeth? To
play, hunt, and spar with them, suffering bruises and
bites? To learn their language so his howl is
indistinguishable from theirs? To give up a normal life
of relationships and family so that he can devote
himself completely to the protection of these wild
animals? In The Man Who Lives with Wolves, Shaun
Ellis reveals how his life irrevocably changed the first
time he set eyes on a wolf. In exhilarating prose, he
takes us from his upbringing in the wilds of Norfolk,
England, to his survival training with British Army
Special Forces to the Nez Percé Indian lands in Idaho,
where he first ran with a wolf pack for nearly two
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extraordinary look into the lives of
these threatened, misunderstood creatures, Ellis
shares how he ate raw kill–and little else; washed
rarely, and only in plain water; learned to bury his
face into the carcasses of prey–and, when necessary,
to defend his share of the kill; communicated with the
pack by his howls and body language, which over
time became seemingly identical to theirs; and
observed from this unique vantage point how wolves
give birth to and raise their young, and enforce order
among the pack. After years of living in the wild,
Shaun Ellis was barely able to recognize the feral face
that stared back at him from the mirror. And in The
Man Who Lives with Wolves, we discover the life of a
rare and fascinating man who abandoned civilization
but never lost touch with his humanity. From the
Hardcover edition.

Of Wolves and Men
'ENCHANTING' MAIL ON SUNDAY They care for their
elderly, play with their kids, and always put family
first. Can we all learn something from the wisdom of
wolves? In this unforgettable book, wolf expert and
naturalist Elli Radinger draws on her 25 years of firsthand experience among the wolves of Yellowstone
National Park to tell us their remarkable stories.
__________ Wolves are more human than we ever
knew . . . In fact, they can teach us how to be better
humans. They play, love, care for others, show
compassion, die of broken hearts, pine for home,
work in teams, are endlessly patient and leaders
know when to defer to followers. In The Wisdom of
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Wolves naturalist
Elli Radinger takes us on a journey
into the heart of the wolf pack, revealing what they
can teach us about family, cooperation, survival,
leadership, commitment and how to enjoy what life
gives us. No other book will bring you closer to
discovering the truth about wolves - and ourselves.
'This book is the result of her two decades of close
observation; part impassioned memoir, part natural
history study, and part photo gallery. Her access to
her subjects is extraordinary' SUNDAY TIMES 'Through
The Wisdom of Wolves, we get to feel that little bit
closer to the pack and discover what we may have in
common' BBC WILDLIFE

The Shar Pei Today
La Magia del Cane Lupo Cecoslovacco
Alla scoperta della straordinaria
relazione all'interno del branco appresa
dal suo antenato il Lupo
Un lupo alpinista. Le montagne e la vera libertà.
Nell'estate 2018, Andrea Scherini e il suo lupo
cecoslovacco Nepal scalano in poche settimane
diverse cime oltre i 4000 delle Alpi Pennine, e
raggiungendo Punta Zumstein (4563m) conquistano il
record europeo di altitudine mai raggiunta da un
cane. L'impresa si diffonde su tutti i media e Nepal
diventa un beniamino dei social: per tutti è il “cane
alpinista”. Questa è una grande storia di amicizia a
sei zampe e dall’estate del 2015 i due sono
inseparabili in mille incontri e lezioni di vita. Nepal
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che scala a 3 mesi
i primi 2000. Nepal che salva la
madre di Andrea ferita in un bosco. Nepal che sta
vicino al suo amico quando finisce un grande amore.
Nepal che aiuta un bambino chiuso al mondo a causa
delle sue sofferenze. Nepal che sorprende tutti
salendo oltre i 4000, e fa capire al suo padrone che la
felicità non è nel raggiungere la cima, ma nella gioia
di arrivarci. Perché la vera libertà non è seguire
traguardi sempre più alti, ma essere tutt’uno con le
tue conquiste. La vera storia del cane alpinista che ha
scalato il Monte Rosa, oltre i 4500 metri, ottenendo il
record europeo, e che adesso punta al Monte Bianco.
E soprattutto, la storia di una grande amicizia in cui
un cane supera ogni limite per amore del suo amico
uomo a cui ha tanto da insegnare.

De Canibus Britannicis
Questo libro parla della storia di una razza canina
ultra millenaria, attraverso le esperienze vissute dal
suo narratore. Racconta delle peculiarità di questa
razza, ma anche delle disavventure e difficoltà
nell’essere riconosciuta ufficialmente per quella che
veramente è. Le specifiche caratteristiche morfofunzionali verranno spiegate, paradossalmente, anche
attraverso la messa in dubbio del concetto stesso di
razza, soprattutto per come inteso in ambito della
cinognostica. Sarà un alternarsi tra storie, fatti e
spiegazioni, anche su base scientifica, riguardo il
comportamento di questi cani. Questo testo, in un
capitolo dedicato, spiega in sostanza le ragioni per cui
questi cani risultano così affidabili ed efficaci nel
proteggere le loro greggi.
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Berlin
The author describes his experiences over a 20-year
period In British Columbia following two packs of
wolves, one that dominates the extreme outer coastal
islands, and another that lives farther inland in the
heart of the temperate rain forest. Original.

LUPO CECOSLOVACCO
The Giant Book of Dog Names
Bread and Jam for Frances
Frances is a fussy eater. In fact, the only thing she
likes is bread and jam. She won't touch her squishy
soft-boiled egg. She trades away her chicken-salad
sandwich at lunch. She turns up her nose at boring
veal cutlets. Unless Mother can come up with a plan,
Frances just might go on eating bread and jam
forever!
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